
6/10/69- I presume you caught the Foremen appearance on the Dick Cavett 
Show last night. He is smooth, persuasive, very shrewd end, as I see it, 
hahas no reluctance in playing God and both prosecutor end defense counsel. If you have any thoughts on what he said tend didn t say) I'd welcome them. 

Yesterday's Supreme Court "fairness-doctrine" decision makes me believe 
I should renew all those requests I have made that were either turned down 
or not answered. I think I'll write Cavett, because Foreman said his for-mer client was guilty 'and there wes no other side presented. 

I've started to read COUF,:preperatory to writing the-additions. I've 
done a little more than a fourth. I'm up to Ryles and hope to get at least 
tp the midpoint today. Thus far I have made very few changes, all of tense, 'end found a few undetected typos. As of this moment at status, I think ,  

,those few things that are date I'll take care of in notes, where they are 
not to be part of the additions. 

Making changes that do not require reneging is not difficult, but mekking 
changes on top of changes can be very time consuming because i  use magic 
tape instead of cement. Therefore, any errors you have caught or cahnges yot 
recommend ,I would like vs soon as possible. I've neard nothing from you 
since I sent COUP to you (I did, didn't I?). I', not in any hurry for its 

return, but for suggestions i am. 

Once you satisfy yourself, if you do, that there has been an LA campaign 
against me, I wonder if it is worth the effort to write those who may 
have been influenced with whom you have had correspondence. Two that 
puzzle me are Gary Murr and Helen Hartmann. I also wonder about the kid 
Zitch, who has dote some good things. I wrote end asked him if he wanted 
public credit for what he mad done for me and got no reply. This was 
after a oonsiderable silence on his part and after Fred started up, and I 
do have indications he and Fred have been in touch. Zitch is at Reseda. 
You possibly have not been in touch with him, in which case it would be 
inappropriate. For the most part I thihk it best to ignore this nastiness, 
however, Most of all Murr disturbs me. Yet I cannot, in each case, help 
thinking each should have sought his own information. Of course, I do not 
have proof Fred has been writing these people, or Speaking. to them, or even that tifton did. However, the coincidence is remarkable. 


